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Schiffer. Paperback. Condition: New. 196 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 2.0in.Take an exciting
trip through an extravaganza of 78 vivid and expertly hand-painted Tarot cards inspired by the
vintage, old-school tattoo flash of Sailor Jerry Collins. Influenced by Rider-Waite, this deck and
guidebook are styled for the serious life explorer, identifying important symbols and key thoughts
visually, so you may intuitively read the cards and demystify your own journey. Fully equipped to
tackle anythingthe micro-cosmic to the macro-enormousthe Majorsfeature archetypal figures sure
to play roles in our lives as aspects ofourselves or situations we are bound to encounter. The Minor
suits have their own look and set of common symbols and are concerned with lifes little details.
Along with a comprehensive glossary of symbols and their meanings, three simple spreads, and
descriptive essays to guide you, this set offers eternal truths via the timeless medium of Tarot. This
item ships from multiple locations. Your book may arrive from Roseburg,OR, La Vergne,TN.
Paperback.
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ReviewsReviews

This book is worth getting. Yes, it really is enjoy, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. You can expect to like how the author publish this book.
-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I-- Pr of . Cindy Pa ucek I

It is really an remarkable ebook that we actually have ever read through. I actually have study and i also am confident that i am going to gonna study once
more yet again in the foreseeable future. It is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Ewell Rem pel-- Ewell Rem pel
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